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It is extremely important to clarify the 
deviations from the ordinary laws of 
hydrodynamics caused by magnetic fields.                  
W. HEISENBERG, in Problems of Cosmical Aerodynamics, 
Proceedings of Symposium "Problems of motion of gaseous 
masses of cosmical dimensions", Paris, August 1949.

A clearer understanding of turbulent 
hydromagetic flows will result in greater 
insight into stricty hydrodynamic turbulence 
and into the mechanism of transition between 
laminar and turbulent flow regimes
L.P. HARRIS, Hydromagnetic channel flows, Wiley, 1960, p.2    





Compared with some other branches of fluid 
mechanics, there is relatively litle basic 
research in turbulence at the moment, yet it may 
be more than any time in the past. Probably not 
more than fifty people in the world are active in 
the field. This is in sharp contrast, for example, 
to the fascinating, fashionable and important 
new area of "magnetohydrodynamics" or 
plasma dynamics", probably pursued by 
thousands. S. CORRSIN (1961) Turbulent flow, 
American scientist, 49, p. 322.



## Comparative aspectsComparative aspects

## AnistropyAnistropy, quasi, quasi--twotwo--
dimensional     states and dimensional     states and 
asymptotic  behaviorasymptotic  behavior

## MHD as a means of studying MHD as a means of studying 
general issues of fluid general issues of fluid 
dynamicsdynamics

SOME EMPHASIS ON

And references originating 
from former Soviet Union



CHANNEL CHANNEL 
FLOW         FLOW         
⊥⊥ FIELDFIELD
HARTMANN &HARTMANN &
LAZARUS 1937LAZARUS 1937

Repeated and Repeated and 
extended, see refs extended, see refs 
inin TSINOBERTSINOBER
19901990



PIPE FLOWPIPE FLOW
⎟⎟⎟⎟ FIELDFIELD
KOVNERKOVNER &&
KRASILKRASIL’’NIKOVNIKOV
19661966
Repeated and Repeated and 
extended, see refs extended, see refs 
inin TSINOBERTSINOBER
19901990
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ALPHERALPHER ET AL 1960ET AL 1960



WALLS WITH 
INHOMGENEOUS
CONDUCTIVITY

DNSDNS



Turbulent 
intensity

Mean 
velocity

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE HARTMANN WALLS

PLATNIEKS & FREIBERGS 1972



SUPPRESSING OR ENHANCING ?



Q2D 
STRUCTURE
KIT, L. & TSINOBER, A. 1971

On the possibility of realization and 
investigation of 2-D turbulence in 
strong magnetic field, 
Magnetohydrodinamics, 
7(3), 27-34.
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ALWAYS 

Q2D
STRUCTURE?

GRID FLOW
⊥ FIELD



GRID FLOW⎟⎟ FIELD
ALEMANY ET AL 1979





PIPE FLOW,PIPE FLOW,⎟⎟⎟⎟ FIELDFIELD

0.5 tesla

1.4 tesla

No field

streamwise transverse



Ha

8383

106106

JET , ⎟⎟⎟⎟ FIELDFIELD

1717



ANISOTROPY -
CHANNEL WITH ELECTRICALLY 
CONDUCTIVE WALLS

2003



ANISOTROPY -
CHANNEL WITH ELECTRICALLY 
CONDUCTIVE WALLS

2003

Three-D structure of small scales



CONVECTION IN A 
HORIZONTAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD

Bottom heating

LEHNERT &LITTLE 1957

BURR & MUELLER 2003

Transition of the three 
dimensional convective roll 
pattern into a quasi-two-
dimensional flow pattern in such 
a way that convective rolls 
become more and more aligned 
with the magnetic field.



ANISOTROPY CONVECTION IN A HORIZONTAL MAGNETIC FIELD

BURR MUELLER 2002



THREE-D STRUCTURE OF SMALL SCALES

x=25mm

x=100mm

x=400mm

1, 3, 5 – 0.08 Tesla;       
2, 4, 6 – 0.8 Tesla;

Mercury flow in the wake (centerline) of 
circular cylinder d=5mm in ⊥ magnetic field

Ratio of spectral densities 
of ∇φ⎟⎟ and ∇φ⊥

x=100mm
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j = σσ{{--∇φ + u×B} FARADAY 1832, ∇φ≠u×B
∇2φ = ω||B ; GROSSMAN, LI & EINSTEIN (JR.), 1958

POTENTIAL GRADIENT POTENTIAL GRADIENT ∇∇φφ
VERSUS VELOCITY VERSUS VELOCITY uu

TSINOBER ET AL 1987



FLOW OF ELECTROLYTE
Pure kinematics, TSINOBER ET AL 1987



CRAMER ET AL 2006 WEISSENFLUH 1985

PROBES WITH LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD



QUASIQUASI--TWOTWO--DIMENSIONAL FLOWSDIMENSIONAL FLOWS

We may say that the two-dimensional flow "does not 
see" a uniform field. In a strong external field, the 
turbulence degenerates just into this two-dimensional 
form. LANDAU AND LANDAU AND LIFSHITZLIFSHITZ , 1981

But is ε in
Quasi-2D = Pure 2D + ε

always small ? TSINOBER 1996, 2001*

Or how close is Q2D MHD turbulence to the P2D one and in what sense ?

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR IN ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR IN 
STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDSSTRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS II

*See pp. 216-218 in Tsinober, A. (2001) An informal introduction to turbulence and ref . 23 in Moreau, Thess, Tsinober,  (2006) 



ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AT ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AT 
STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDSSTRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS IIII

• Intermediate asymptotics

## Multiplicity of Q2D- states

due to essentially nonlocal nature of the electromagnetic 
force and thereby much stronger influence of BC’s :

• Inertialess regime in flows in the presence of Hartmann walls
• Nonlinear regime in azimuthal configuration, i.e. without Hartmann walls

• ??? Layer like structure (as in stratified flows)

Examples,  not exaustive

• All/some of the above are different from PURE 2D-NONLINEAR (i.e. without   
.  ... .. magnetic  field at the outset) regime  ???



DDuu/Dt/Dt == -- ∇∇pp + + νν∇∇22u u -- ((σσ//ρρ)B)B00
22∇∇--22{{∂∂22uu//∂∂xx22

BB}    }    

∇∇∇∇∇∇∇∇

As B0 →∞ both ∂∂uu//∂∂xxBB and and {{--∇∇φφ + + uuΧΧBB}} → 0

But what happens with    ((σσ//ρρ)B)B00
22ΔΔ--1{1{∂∂22uu//∂∂xx22

BB}  }  andand
((σσ//ρρ)B)B00

22{{--∇∇φφ + + uu××BB}}××BB ? Can they and/or Joule 
dissipation remain finite as B0 →∞? Is it possible that 
the limit is singular?

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR IIIIII
Are  MHD Q2D flows low dissipative?

∇∇--2 2 –– is an inverse is an inverse LaplaceLaplace operatoroperator ((nonlocalitynonlocality an BCan BC’’s)s)
oror
DDuu/Dt/Dt == -- ∇∇p + p + νν∇∇22u u -- ((σσ//ρρ)B)B00

22{{--∇∇φφ + + uu××BB}}××BB
∇2φ = B · curlω



AN EXAMPLE OF LINERIZATION
FLOW IN HALF-SPACE, Tsinober 1973
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AZIMUTHALAZIMUTHAL MAGNETIC FIELDMAGNETIC FIELD
No Hartmann wallsNo Hartmann walls

We may say that the two-dimensional flow "does not 
see" a uniform field. In a strong external field, the 
turbulence degenerates just into this two-dimensional 
form. LANDAU AND LANDAU AND LIFSHITZLIFSHITZ , 1981

Flows in such configurations (i.e. without Hartmann walls) are of particular 
interest due to the well known fact that a pure 2D flow does not interact with a 
homogenous magnetic field orthogonal to the plane of the flow. In other words, the 
2D flow in such a configuration is a solution of the ordinary
Navier-Stokes equations at arbitrary Rm.

The cleanest way to observe the process of two-dimensionalization can be achieved in the total 
absence of the Hartmann walls. Experimentally this can be done in an axi-symmetric configuration 
with an azimuthal magnetic field in the form B � r. Such a not curl-free field can be realized by 
applying an uniform electric current by means of electrodes located up/downstream of the working 
section with the expectation that their influence on the flow in the working section would be 
negligible (Tsinober 1990)



ARE Q2D MHDARE Q2D MHD
FLOWS FLOWS LOW LOW 
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PURE 2D  TURBULENT PLANE POISEUILLE FLOW
Drag is about twice larger than the purely laminar value and is only twice smaller
than its value for the 3D turbulent flow, i.e. P2D plane Poiseulle turbulent flow is not 
that low dissipative. Moreover, the Reynolds stresses in this flow are not small either 
and contribute about a half to the total stress.

Re ~ 104

JIMENEZ (1990) 
LOMHOLT (1996)

DNS
JIMENEZ (1990) 
LOMHOLT (1996)

DNS

Note very  large velocity gradient at the wall  -----
Laminar plane Poiseulle flow     - - - -



ANISOTROPY IS DIVERSE
Q2D MHD turbulent flows created in different conditions may be essentially 
qualitatively different, e.g. inertialess and nonlinear and different from pure 
two-dimensional flows.

The problem of the relation(s) between Q2D and P2D turbulent flows is 
complicated further by the multiplicity of Q2D states: there exist several 
Q2D flows such as flows in rotating frames, flows with stable density 
stratification, MHD-flows and some others, which along with being similar 
kinematically (geometrically) in many respects are very different 
dynamically. There is little doubt about the qualitative difference between 
Q2D states produced by physically different processes, e.g. the ones in MHD 
are of dissipative nature (Joule dissipation), whereas those with rotation are 
not. Strong anisotropy is a necessary condition only for Q2D and/or low 
dissipative behavior, e.g. shear turbulent flows with strong shear are both 
strongly  anisotropic and strongly dissipative. Similarly, strong correlations 
along some direction, i.e. Q2D behavior, do not exclude the possibility of 
vorticity stretching in this direction. 

See  pp. 216-220 in A. Tsinober (2001) In informal introduction to turbulence, Kluwer



PROFOUND ANALOGIESPROFOUND ANALOGIES??
A word of cautionA word of caution

It is rather popular to refer to analogy with the cases of It is rather popular to refer to analogy with the cases of 
stratified, rotating, or highly strained turbulence as well as stratified, rotating, or highly strained turbulence as well as 
some other and, of course, purely two dimensional . However, some other and, of course, purely two dimensional . However, 
these analogies are at best kinematical and cannot be seen as these analogies are at best kinematical and cannot be seen as 
““profoundprofound”” as some authors claim. There are many essential as some authors claim. There are many essential 
qualitative differences: strongly anisotropic (Q2D) turbulent qualitative differences: strongly anisotropic (Q2D) turbulent 
are qualitatively diverseare qualitatively diverse.
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LAYERS IN 
STRONGLY 
STABLY 
STRATIFIE
D FLOWS

LINDBORG 2006

Herring J. R. & M´etais, O. 
1989 Numerical 
experiments in forced 
stably stratified turbulence. 
J. Fluid  Mech. 202, 97–
115.



LAYERS IN STRONGLY STABLY
STRATIFIED TURBULENT FLOWS

BRETHOUWER ET AL 2006



LAYERS IN STRONGLY STABLY
STRATIFIED TURBULENT FLOWS

METAIS & HERRING 1988

x,0,z



RAPIDLY ROTATING FRAME

DAVIDSON ET AL 2006
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